San Francisco Bay TEA PARTY for 9/11 TRUTH
PROCLAMATION 12/16/2006

Fellow citizens, the lies and deceptions of the tyrannical elite within our government regarding the crimes of September 11, 2001 have undermined our democratic processes and our liberties, and have been used to launch wars upon other nations for far too long. The White House, the Courts, and the US Congress are hereby advised that we, the citizenry of these United States, declare an uncompromising DEMAND for:


Whereas the catastrophic events of September 11, 2001 have been used to justify attacks upon our Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and habeas corpus, and whereas subsequent wars launched upon the world have, together, threatened all of humanity—physically, legally, morally, and psychologically; and

Whereas the 9/11 Commission ignored the fact that the Government lied and falsified scientific data about the quality of the air and water in the wake of 9/11, thereby compounding the disaster, endangering the health of unprotected first responders and citizens, sacrificing them in the interests of re-opening Wall Street, and later fighting the victims in court to deny them health benefits; and

Whereas the 9/11 Commission was directed by Dr. Philip Zelikow, author of Bush’s “pre-emptive war doctrine,” whose tenure as a member of the Bush National Security transition team caused him to appear as a witness before the Commission and represented so outrageous a conflict of interest that the 9/11 Family Steering Committee demanded his resignation, to no avail; and whereas Dr. Zelikow's expertise is the creation and maintenance of, in his words, “public myths,” which he defined as “beliefs… thought to be true (although not necessarily known to be true with certainty),” and in what he called “‘searing’ or ‘molding’ events [that] take on ‘transcendent’ importance and retain their power” across generations; and

Whereas the 9/11 Commission failed to investigate members of the Administration who also were members of the Project for a New American Century and wrote "Creating Tomorrow's Dominant Force," which stated the need for the Department of Defense to “move more aggressively to experiment with new technologies and operational concepts,” and that “further, the process of transformation, even if it brings revolutionary change, is likely to be a long one, absent some catastrophic and catalyzing event like a new Pearl Harbor;” and

Whereas the 9/11 Commission failed to investigate numerous Air Force war games conducted on September 11, 2001 that severely crippled our highly competent aircraft interception capability; and

Whereas the 9/11 Commission failed to investigate or even mention the demolition of the 47-story World Trade Center Building 7, which was not struck by a plane, but went down at near freefall speed at 5:20 pm on 9/11; and

Whereas the 9/11 Commission failed to mention that fire had never caused steel-frame high-rise buildings to collapse, and that the pulverization of the towers shared the distinctive features of controlled demolitions, and mischaracterized the towers' core structure as “a hollow steel shaft,” ignoring the 47 massive steel support columns as large as 22 inches by 54 inches; and

Whereas the 9/11 Commission failed to investigate and explain how the Pentagon, within the most-guarded airspace on the planet, including its own missile defense system, was penetrated on 9/11/2001; and

Whereas, the 9/11 Commission decided that who financed 9/11 was “of little practical significance,” ignoring evidence that top ISI General Mahmoud Ahmad had $100,000 wired to alleged lead pilot Mohammed Atta, and evidence that top Al Qaeda operative Ali Mohammed, who was involved with the '93 WTC bombings, the African Embassy attacks and 9/11, was employed and protected by the FBI, CIA and the US military; and

Whereas the 9/11 Commission failed so utterly in its stated mission “to prepare a full and complete account of the circumstances surrounding the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks” that Dr. David Ray Griffin, author of The 9/11 Commission Report: Omissions and Distortions, deemed the Commission’s effort a 571-page lie, after chronicling 115 of its “errors;”

We, the people of the United States of America, today, from Boston to California, from sea to shining sea, on the sixteenth day of December in the year two thousand and six, do hereby REJECT the findings contained in the Report of the Kean-Hamilton Commission to Investigate Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States, and we DEMAND the release of documents, evidence, withheld by the government, and an IMMEDIATE, genuinely independent 9/11 investigation with subpoena powers, independent 9/11 researchers, and oversight by 9/11 families and concerned citizens.

Join us, be not afraid-- the day of reckoning and the end of the era of lies, deceit, tyranny, and war is at hand.

May truth, peace, liberty, respect for life and justice prevail.
In Solidarity and in spirit with the Boston Tea Party for 9/11 Truth and the courageous American patriots who, on December 16, 1773 said “No!” to the lack of representation and tyranny to which the colonies were subjected by Great Britain by tossing crates of British tea into Boston harbor, the Northern California 9/11 Truth Alliance will enact a “9/11 Truth Tea Party” on December 16, 2006, calling upon those who cherish the ideals of liberty and justice to cast off the tyrannies, imposed on the American public and the world, that were sold by governmental lies, and subsequently, through deceit within the official 9/11 Commission Report.

For those who cannot cross the continent to be with our brothers and sisters in Boston, we will gather in San Francisco to hear about the “Connected Dots” that should be “Heard Round the World” and to voice our own proclamation to demand an immediate, genuinely independent investigation. We applaud the efforts to re-establish Citizen Grand Juries by which the pre-Revolutionary War colonists legally threw off the yoke of tyranny. We will proudly parade an enlarged replica of the deeply flawed 9/11 Commission Report to the waters of San Francisco Bay. There we will declare its false conclusions ‘null and void.’

We welcome and invite those who cherish liberty, truth, and peace to join us!*

1:00 pm Rally near the Aquarium at Pier 39 (A)
Parade along the waterfront westward
2:00 pm Rally at the base of Hyde Street Pier (B)
2:30 pm Rally at the bleachers at Aquatic Park (C)
2:45- 3:00 March to the end of the Municipal Pier- (D)
Cast the 9/11 Report into SF Bay

A = Rally near Aquarium of the Bay at Pier 39, B = Hyde Street Pier, C = Bleacher’s at Aquatic Park, D = Finale at end of Municipal Pier

*Colonial Wear - Simple instructions on becoming an American colonial patriot

Tri-corner hat - easily procured from costume shops and online; White loose fitting shirt to wear under vest or cloak; Vest and/or Cape; Pants - use corduroy pants, roll them up to the knee; Socks - long socks from knee length; Black shoes (with buckle if possible); Bring a fife, drum, historical flag, hand held bells; Signs - create your own signs (use colonial typefaces if you can - Caslon is a good one)

Contact: Northern California 9-11 Truth Alliance- Carol 650-857-0927, www.communitycurrency.org or www.boston911truth.org/teaparty/